YouCopia Redesigns Product That Launched It All: The SpiceStack® Adjustable Spice Organizer

*YouCopia* introduces the first spice organizer with adjustable dividers and a patented drawer design to accommodate all round, square, short and tall spice bottles in the cabinet or pantry.

CHICAGO (PRWEB) November 07, 2019 -- *YouCopia* introduces the first spice organizer with adjustable dividers and a patented drawer design to accommodate all round, square, short and tall spice bottles in the cabinet or pantry.

“The SpiceStack was YouCopia’s first product (launched in 2009) and developed a cult following, with more than 1.5 million units sold,” said YouCopia President Lauren Greenwood. “We took feedback from our loyal fans to design the *SpiceStack® Adjustable Spice Organizer* with more features and better functionality.”

In addition to a fresh, sturdier design, the new SpiceStack includes adjustable dividers and universal drawers to ensure a good fit for bottles of any size or shape. Three drawers glide and lower to a resting position at eye-level so cooks can quickly scan and select what they need. This streamlined design maximizes space and fits neatly in any kitchen cabinet or pantry.

Key features include:
- Holds 24+ spice bottles
- Drawers lower for easy selection
- Adjustable dividers fit different bottle sizes
- Includes 52 blank and 52 printed spice drawer labels
- Non-slip feet keep unit in place
- No installation, no tools set-up

“No two spice collections are alike, so we built the SpiceStack® Adjustable Spice Organizer to be customizable to your storage needs,” says Greenwood. “When you have a spice organization system that works for you, it removes the search process and makes cooking more enjoyable.”

The SpiceStack Adjustable Spice Organizer measures 10.9 x 10.4 x 8.3 inches and is available in white or granite color. The organizer has a retail price of $49.99 and is available now at youcopia.com and Amazon.

YouCopia, a WBNEC-Certified Women’s Business Enterprise based in Chicago, creates flexible organizers that store a variety of items in different spaces. The products never require installation so becoming (and staying) organized is achievable for everyone. Go ahead, “woo hoo” when everything is right where it should be. For more information on YouCopia’s product line, email sales@youcopia.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release [here](#).